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ABSTRACT 

Computer simulations were used to determine the influence of pro- 

jectile  impact point measurement errors on the accuracy of a computed  index 

of proximity statistic.    The results of the study showed that measurement 

errors of the magnitude currently experienced  in the  field will not affect 

the accuracy of the statistic.    Subsequent  simulations were used  to 

demonstrate  the  response of the statistic  to several  types of impact 

patterns. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

To process   the  data   to be  provtdeL.  by miss-distance   Indicator   (MDI) 

systems  currently under development,  a statistical  procedure was  developed 

for assessing and expressing   In an  Index  number   the   proximity  to  the 

target  of  Impact  points   for  serially fired small  arms   rounds.    This   Index 

number   Is  named   the   "Index   of  proximity" and has   the  notation  I   .    The 

Index  of proximity  Is   Intended as  a  supplement   to  other  scoring measures   such 

as  hits/shots   ratios.      it   Is   particularly  Intended   for  scoring groups   of 

missions   In which some  shooters  experience  Improving proximity  to the   target, 

but  the actual  number  of hits  on the  target by all shooters   Is very lew. 

Additional  features  of  the   I    are  that certain factors which are  thought  to 
P 

contribute  to suppressIveness  have been Included and  the  relative  importance 

of  these  factors  can be adjusted by  the user  through weighting  factors.     The 

index  is  presented  in Appendix A. 

In order  to compute   I   ,   the  Impact point coordinates   for each  round 

must be known.     Results   of  recent  field  tests  have   indicated  that,  in at 

least some  instances,   the  instrumentation errors  associated with measuring 

the  impact points will be significant compared to  the actual miss distances 

being measured.    The  primary  intent of  the effort  described  in this  report 

was  to determine whether  theae  instrumentation errors would  Introduce 

statistically significant variations  between  the  true  and measured  I   's   for 
P 

a given set of conditions. 

In addition to determining the effect of measurement errors on the 1 
P 

statistic,  the  sensitivity of the  index and its  ability  to discriminate 

between different  types   of shooting oatterns were  also examined.      The 

- ■ — - -  



efficiency  jf  the  T    as  a  measure of goodness  was  also  compared with  that  of 

certain other statistics. 

A Monte Carlo computer simulation was  used  In eight separate exerclaas 

to evaluate  the effects  of  changes  In the magnitude  of  the aim error,  ballistic 

error,  and measurement error  on I        The  basic approach   in each exercise was   to 
P 

establish aim,  ballistic   ,   and measurement errors   in  terms  of linear standard 

deviations.    A draw from  the aim error distribution was  added  to a draw from 

the ballistic error distribution.    The coordinates   thus  obtained were asoumed 

to describe  "actual"  impact points.    The  same draw from the aim error distri- 

bution was next addod   to a draw from the measurement error distribution. 

The coordinates  determined by  this  sunmation were assumed  to describe 

"measured" impact points.     This  process was  repeated   for  the nth round  in 

the mission.     I   's  were  then computed  for  the   "actual"  impact point coordi- 

nates and  the  "measured"  impact point coordinates   for  each mission.    This 

procedure was  repeated   for  50,   100, and  200 missions.     Mean I   's were computed 

for  these  three mission  levels.    The difference between  the mean indices   for 

the  "actual" and   "measured" conditions at each  of the  three ml8nion levels 

was  tested  for statistical  significance at  the   .05   lovel.     Further details 

of these computations  are  described  in the discussions  of  the  individual 

exercises.     The machine  computations were  performed  on  the   Ballistic Research 

Laboratories'  Engineering and Scientific Computer   (BRLESC)  at Aberdeen 

Research aud Development CenCer. 

The  "lallistic" error as used in these exercises was a  normally distributed 
error centered about  the aim point  for each shot.    Thus,   the effect simrlated 
is  that of any system variable which has   those characteristics. 
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II.    EXERCISES AND RESULTS 

Exarcise No. 1 

The purpose of this  exercise was  to determine  the sensitivity of I 

to variations  in measurement error for combinations  of aim and ballistic 

error.    The following errors were assumed: 

Measurement Ballistic Aim 
Error S.D. Error S.D. Error S.D. 

0 mil .3 rail 1 mil 

.1 mil .5 mil j  -tl 

.3 mil .7 mil 5  mil 

.5 rail .9 rail 10 mil 
1.0 mil 

1 

Each mission consisted  of  5 rounds   (or  fewer  if a hit  occurred) 

fired at a  target  18  inches  wide  by 36  Inches  high   (roughly  the size  of the 

Army's  standard E-type silhouette)   located at a range  of  500 meters. 

All possible combinations  of tha above variables  were used as  Inputs   to 

the  program. 

The results  of this e.cercit'e showed that measurement errors  of the 

magnitude studied had no adverse affect on the computed I    when summed over 
P 

50 missions or more.      The computed values for the worst case   (1 rail measure- 

ment error with 1 mil aim and   .3 ballistic errors) were: 

Aim 
Error 

Ballistic 
Error 

.3 
0 

Measurement 
Error 

No 
Missions 

50 

I 
P 

0 .7266 
1 .7380 

.3 
0 

0 100 .7064 
1 .7053 

.3 
0 

0 
1 

200 .6898 
.6922 

■1- -- <■         fc 
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The difference between the "actual" I and the "measured" I at each 
P P 

mission  level  Is not  significant at  the   .05 level.    Also,   the differences 

between the  I   'G   for  50 missions and  for  200 missions ara  net  significant. 

This  finding held  for all  of  the error combinations studied.     Therefore, 

If  the  errors  and shot  patterns  actually experienced   In  the   field are  In 

fact well  represented by normal distributions,  50 missions  should  be 

sufficient  to esfabllsh  1    with a high degree  of confidence. 

Figure  1 shows  the range of I     that was computed  for  the aim and p 

ballistic errors  considered  In this exercise. 
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Figure   1.     I    as  a  Function of Aim Error  for   ballistic  Errors  of P 
.3   to  ,9 Mils  at  the  200 Mission Level. 
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Exercise  No.   2 

For some measurement systems   It may  be difficult  to detect,  or 

eliminate,  a bias error.    That  is,   an error  in the  measurement which  is 

constant  in magnitude and direction.    To study the  effect of a bias measure- 

ment  error on  I   ,  simulations  were  ma   e   for   the  fcllowinR cases : 
P 

Constant Measurement Bnllistlc Aim 
Error Error S.D. 

.5 mil 

Error S.D. 

0 mil 1 mil 

.2 mil 3 mils 

.4 mil 

.6 mil 10 mils 

All combinations  of  those  errors were considered.    The   target was 

again  18  inches  by 36  Inches  and   located at a range  of 500 meters.    Tne 

mission size was  5 rounds. 

The results  of  this  exercise showed  that  the difference  between  the 

actual  T    and  the I    computed with   the bias  measurement error  is   not siKnifi- 

cant  at  the   .05  level   for sample  sizee  of  50,  100,   and 200 missions. 

On the  oasis  of  these  firs-,  two exercises   It   is  concluded  thai- when 

the   I     is  summed  over  50 missions   or more,   variation  in  the   I     due   to  Impact 
P p r 

point  measurement error  is  not significant. 

..     .. ,■■-.-  ■       ~^~-                ^ —.-■ ^.,    ,■ ,.; 
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Subseqi'ent exercises described In this report were directed toward a 

study of the statistic itself.  Hence, only "actual" Impact points are 

considered. 

Exercise No. 3 

One   function ol   the  I     Is   to measure   Improving  proximity  of  rounds   to 
P 

the target.  During the development of the statistic, It was reasoned that a 

first round hit left no room for improvement and hence was not scorable. A 

second round hit is  perfect improvement and achieves a perfect I score of 

1.0.  In an actual field experiment, the user will probably establish the 

2 
mission size before the test is started.  If the target is large compared 

to the aim and ballistic errors, there may be a large number of first round 

hit missions; hence, a large number of missions which are not scorable with 

the I . 
P 

The  purpose  of this  exercise was   to determine whether,   for  a   fixed 

number  of missions,   it was  possible  to get so many  first round hits  due  to a 

favorable  combiration of aim error and  target size  that the  I    would  not be 

responsive   to actual  improvements   in aim error.    The  following variables 

were used : 
Ballistic Aim Target Range  to 
Error S.D. Error S.D. Size Target 
.5 mil 1 mil 18"x36" 100 meters 

3 mils 300 meters 
5 mils 500 meters 

10 mils 

Because of  the weighting factor  "loj rounds," a second round hit  produces a 
perfect  score  only  if  the  first round  impacted below the  target. 

'number of rounds  to be  fired  in a single  engagement. 

The efte:t  of range was simulated by uring  three different-sized  targets  to 
produce  the  effect of  the same size  turget at three different  ranges.  Neither 
projectile  drop nor  the presumed  psychological  effect upon the   firer  of  the 
different  target ranges was  considered. 

,    ,     MIMl —   • 
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All possible comblnatlrms of these variables were tested.  The 

mission levels were 50, 100 and 200. 

Tt was found that In all cases the difference in I  for any two aim 
P 

errors   for  a given  target  range was  statistic* Uy significant.     That   is,   for 

50 missions or more  the  I    will discriminate between a  1 mil  shooter and a 
P 

3 mil ohooter filing at an 18 inch by 36 inch target located at a range of 

100 meters. 

Figure 2 shows the I as a function of aim error for the 3 target 

ranges at the 50 mission level. 

i   m  ■  ■■ «*■■ 
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Figure  2.     1    as a Function of Aim Error  for    Three Target Ranges 



Alm 
Error S.D. 

1 mil 

3 mils 

5 mils 

10 mils 

Exercise No. A 

Short   target exposure  times may  limit  the number of rounds   that  can 

be   fired  In one mission.    This  exercise was  designed  to study  the  Influence 

of number of rounds  per mission on the value  of I   .    All combinations  of 
P 

these values  were studied: 

No.   Shots Ballistic 
Per Mission Error S.D- 

3 .5 mil 

4 

5 

The  target  size was again  18  Inches  by 36  Inches,  and  the range was 

500 meters.    Mission levels  were 50,   100,  and 200. 

A summary of  the results  Is given In Table  1. 

The  differences  between the   T   's were  significant at  the   .05  level 

In   just  two  Instances:     5 shot mission vs.  3  shot mission for  3 mil aim error 

at   100 mission  level;  and 3  shot mission vs.  4  shot mission  for  10 mil 

aim error at   50 mission  level.    All  other comparisons  between 1   's   for 
P 

different mission sizes at a given aim error and number of missions are not 

significant at the .05 level.  For aim errors of 1 to 10 mils increasing 

the mission size beyond 3 shots does not change the computed value of I 
P 

by an amount  which  is  statistically significant. 

10 
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SU^flARY OF RESULTS 
EXERCISE 4 

TABLE 1 

Alm 
Error S.D. 

Ballistic 
Error S.D. 

Number 
of Missions Shots/MIsRion 

I 
P 

1.0 .5 50 3 
4 
5 

.6523 

.6389 

.6914 

1.0 .5 100 3 
4 
5 

.6360 

.6381 

.6733 

1.0 .5 200 3 
4 
5 

.6522 

.6556 

.6789 

3.0 .5 50 3 
4 
5 

.5507 

.5462 

.5267 

3.0 .5 100 3 
4 
5 

.5691 

.5454 

.5303 

3.0 .5 200 3 
4 
5 

.5559 

.5419 

.5334 

5.0 .5 50 3 
4 
5 

.5087 

.5175 

.5190 

5.0 .5 100 3 
4 
5 

.5042 

.5197 

.5076 

5.0 .5 200 3 
4 
5 

.5067 

.5234 

.5233 

10.0 .5 50 3 
4 
5 

.3864 

.4633 

.4365 

10.0 .5 100 3 
4 
5 

.4161 

.4511 

.4341 

10.0 .5 200 3 
4 
5 

.4167 

.4356 

.4294 

11 
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Exercise  No.   5 

It  Is  possible  to postulate different sequences  of aim error which are 

clearly of an  Improving nature   (I.e.,  which bring  successive rounds  closer  to 

the   target).    The  purpose  of  this  exercise was   to study  the response  of I     to 

one such ainur.g  sequence.     In this exercise an initial aim error standard 

deviation was  selected.    The coordinates   for  the   first round of a  5-round 

mission were drawn  from a normally distributed population with  the selected 

standard deviation. 

The  coordinates  for subsequent rounds  in  the mission were drawn from 

distributions whose standard deviations were a  fixed percentage of the value 

of the preceding  round.    This was  accomplished by multiplying  the  initial aim 

error by a  "reduction factor" after each draw in a mission.    For example,   if 

the  initial aim error was   1 mil and  the reduction  factor was   .9,   the aim errors 

assumed  for the  5 shots were  1,   .9,   .81,   .729,  and   .6561 mils S.D.,  respectively, 

Cases  tested were  1,  3,   5 and  10 mil  initial  aim errors  and reduction 

factors of   .1  to 1.1  taken in   .1  intervals.    Mission  levels were 50,   100, 

200 and 400.    A ballistic  error of   .5 mils and  target  18  inches by 36  inches 

at  500 meters were  assumed. 

Figures  3  and 4 show I    as  a  function of the  reduction factor  for  the 
P 

50 mission and 400 mission cases.    The smoothing  effect of the additional 

missions  is  clear.     It should be noted  that  for a  one mil  initial aim error, 

a  relatively modest  improvement quickly places   the  aim error within  the bounds 

of  the  target.     However,   the  ballistic error will  cause some of  these well aimed 

shots  to miss   the  target.     Since  this  effect  is  random and  the shooter has  no 

control  over it,   it  causes   irregular changes  in the   individual mission  ünpact 

patterns which are  assessed  by  I  .    When summed over a  large number of missions, 

the variability  is  averaged  out   (as   in Figure 4). 

12 
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1.0 

Aim Error 

1 Aim Error 

Mil Aim Error 

0  1   2 T  5   6   7   8 
Reduction Factor 

9  1.0 1.1 

Figure 3.  I as a Function of Reduction Factor for Four Aim Errors 
at 50 Mission Level 

13 
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Figure 4.     I    as  a  Function of Reductior Factor  for  Four Aim Errors 
at  400 Mission Level 
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Comparisons were made between the computed  I   's   for each Incremental 

change  In the reduction  factor.     That  Is,  I     for   .9 reduction factor was 

compared with I    for reduction  factors  of  .8 and  1.0. 

When compared at  the   .05  level It was  found  that  for all aim errors 

at  the  50 mission level  the significance between I   's   for  Incremental values 

of reduction factor was   Irregular.     For example,   the difference was signifi- 

cant  between reduction  factors  of   .6 and   .7 but not between   .5 and   .6.    At 

the 400 mission level  the comparisons were statistically significant between 

adjacent reduction factors   for all  cases  except the one mil  Initial aim 

error at  reduction factor values  of  .4 or less.     Hence,  a general conclusion 

from this  exercise is  that  for 400 missions or more  the  index will discriminate 

between two shooters who exhibit a regular pattern of aim error improvement 

and whose rates of improvement differ by  10% or more.     However,   if  two 

shooters'  initial aim errors  are small and  their rates  of  improvement great, 

a  large nunber of missions may be required for the I    to show that  the 
P 

differences between the two improvement rates are statistically significant. 

15 
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Exerclae No.  6 

If a shooter can determine  the  impact points  of his  rounds   (by 

observing dual kicked up by  the projectiles or by using  tracer ammunition), 

bis  aim error  for all but  the  first round In a. given mission  Is   likely  to be 

dependent on the perceived  Impact point of his  previous  shot.     The  following 

sequence was  used  to study  the response  of the I    to such  a sltcatlon. 

Alir. Error 

Firs t Round: 

Second Round 

Draw from 5 mil S.D. distribution. 

Subtract the coordinates of the first round impact 

point (aim error + ballistic error) trqm  the coordi- 

nates of the first round aim point. To .these new 

coordinates add a set of coordinates arawA from a 

1 mil S.D. distribution, and a set of coordinates 

drawn from a distribution with S.D. equal to 30% of 

the first round Impact point coordinates. Use this 

final set an the aim point for round number 2. 

Repeat above procedure using the aim point and impact 

point of round 2. 

Fourth Round:  Repeat above using the aim point and impact point 

of round 3 . 

Fifth Round:   Repeat above using aim point and Impact point of 

round 4. 

Ballistic error = .3, .5, .9 mils S.D. 

Target Size = 18 x 36 Inches at 500 meters and 6 x 12 inches at 
500 meters . 

Third Round; 

16 
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The  1 mil draw and  the  307.  factor were an attempt  to simulate  the 

average  shooter's difficulty  In aiming exactly where he wants   to and his 

inability  to Jud^e precisely  the amount of aim correction thut a givtn miss 

would  call  for. 

Figure 5 shows  the  I     for  each  target size as a function of the 

number of missions  fired.     It can be seen  that  for  the  larger   carget size, 

the  index stabilizes at about  200 missions  for small ballistic errors; while 

for  the  larger ballistic errors,   something in excess of 400 missions  is  required 

to stabilize  the index.    The differences  in I    for the   .3 and   .5 mil 
P 

ballistic errors are significant at the .05 level for 200 missions or more. 

The difference between .5 and .9 mil ballistic errors is not significant at 

400 missions. 

For the smaller target the differences in I are not statistically 

significant at the .05 level for any of the mission levels. 

17 
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Figure 5.  I. as a Function of Number of Missions for Three Ballistic 
P Errors and Two Target Sizes. Aim Error Defined in Exerdise 6, 
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Exercise No.  7 

According to  the rationale underlying  the  Index of proximity,  a 

shooter may  Increase  the suppressive effect  of his  fire by purposely shooting 

low and by bracketing  the  target.      This  exercise evaluated  thesn  aiming 

techniques  by  repeating Experiment No.   6 with  two modifications'   first,   ♦'he 

elevation aim point  for  the nth round  in  a group was  biased  low by 3/n mils 

below  the   target center;  second,   the aim point  for  the nth round  in a group 

was  shifted horizontally by  130 percent  of  the   (n-l)th round  impact  point 

instead  of  the  100  percent shift used  in  the previous exercise.    The   follow- 

ing procedure was  used: 

Aim Frror Vertical 

First  Round:      Draw  from the  5-mil S.D.  dittribution and  subtract 

3-mil bias. 

Second Round:    Subtract  the ordinate  of the  first-round  Impact  polnl. 

(ain error + bias   + ballistic error)   from the  ordinate 

of  the  first-round aim point.    To this  ordinate add an 

ordinate drawn from a  1-mil S.D. distribution   Cresldual 

aiming error)  and add another  ordinate  drawn  from an 

unbiased distribution with S.D.  equal   to 30  percent of 

the  first-round  impact point ordinate with origin at 

target center and subtract a 3/n = 1^ mil bias.    This 

gives  the aim point  for  round number 2. 

1 
not known to be true, but planeible, 
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Third Round: Repeat procedure using aim point and Impact point of 

round 2 and   letting 3/n ■ 1 mil  for  the  Mas. 

Fourth Round: Repeat procedure using aim point and Impact point of 

round 3 and  letting 3/n ■ 3/4 mil  for  the  bias. 

Fifth Round: Repeat procedure using aim point and Impact point of 

round  4 and   letting 3/n ■ 3/5 mil  for  the  bias. 

Aim Error Horizontal 

First Round: 

Second Round 

Drawing from 5-rail S.D. distribution. 

Subtract 130 percent of the first-round miss distance 

(aim error + ballistic error)  from the first-rojnd aim 

error.    To this  number add a number drawn from a 1-mil 

S.D. distribution  (residual aiming error) and add 

another number drawn from a distribution with S.j. 

equal to 30 percent of the first round miss distance. 

This gives   the aim point for round number 2. 

Third Round:        Repeat the  procedure using the aim point and  impact 

point of round 2. 

Fourth Round*      Repeat the procedure using the aim point and  impact 

point  of round 3. 

Fifth Round:        Repeat the  procedure using the Impact point and aim 

point of round 4. 

Ballistic error = 0.3,  0.5,  0.9 mils S.D. 

Target size  = 18  x 36  inches  at  500 meters. 

Figure 6 shows  I    as a function of the number of missions.    It can 

be seen  that  the  index  is   somewhat  noisy  up  to 200 missions.     It  appears   to be 
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Figure  6.     I    as a  Function of  Number  of Missions   for Tfuee  Ballistic 
Errors.     Aim Error  Defined in Exercise  7. 
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stable at  400 missions.    At  the 400 mission  level  the differences  between 

the  I   's  are statistically significant at  the   .05 level. 

Figure  7 shows  I    for   .5 mil ballistic error from exercises  6 and  7. 
P 

Recall  that  in exercise 6 the simulated  nhooter fired  in a corrective  pattern 

which was  essentially unbiased and based on  the position of  the  previous 

round's   impact point.    In exercise  7 a  similar corrective pattern was 

programmed;  however,   it was  also biased  so as   to produce  low Impacts  and 

impacts which bracketed  the  target.    This  latter pattern should  produce 

higher I    scores since the index is weighted to give added value to such a 
P 

pattern.    As shown in the graph,  the computed  I    for exercise 7 were signi- 

ficantly greater than those  for exercise 6,    For comparison,  the  I    for a 

shooter who has a 5 rail S.D.   initial error and 5 mils  for all subsequent 

shots  also  is  shown. 

■ ■ ■-       l     -■ ■■ ^. -.--.. ■■^-^.■,— 
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Figure 7.  I as a Function of Number of Missions for Several Types of 
P Aiming Patterns.  Initial Aim Error 5 mils., Ballistic 

Error .5 Mils. 
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Exercise  No.  8 

Another  function of the  Index of proximity  la  to permit   the  scoring 

of missions  such as   those  Illustrated  In Figure  8.     In Case A,   the rifleman 

ulth a battleslght  zero set at 250 meters  has   obtained a sight  picture using 

holdoff and  fired  four rounds  against  the  target.     Having received  no visual 

feedback to  Indicate where his  rounds were  landing,  and believing his 

original sight picture  to be correct,  he has   not changed his  point of aim. 

In Case B,  visual  feedback Is  present.     Although  the  impact point of  the   first 

round  is   the  same as   in Case A,   the gunner has  now changed his  aim point   from 

round  to round.     Yet  in neither Case A nor Case  B is   there a hit on  target. 

To determine  the ability of  the  I    statistic  to discriminate between 
P 

Cases A and B   (the   latter being assumed  to cause more  target suppression), 

simulations were made under the  following conditions: 

Aim Error BallisCic Target 
S.D. Error S.D. 

.3 mil 

Size 

2 mils 6 x 12 Inches 
3 mils .5 mil 
4 mils .9 mil at 500 meters 
5 mils 

Figure  9 shows   the results   for  the   .5 mil ballistic error.    At 400 

missions  the  difference  in I    for  the 4 and  5 mil  initial aim errors  and  the 
P 

2 and 3 mil  initial aim errors  is  significant  at  the   .05  level.     The 

difference  in  I     for  the 3 and 4 mil initial aim errors  is  not statistically 
P 

sicnifleant. 
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FIGURE 8 

\ 

Shot.  1 

Shot  2 Shot  3 
Shot 4 

CASE A 

Shot  3 

\ 

Shot  2 

Shot 4 

Shot  1 CASE B 

Figure  8.    Comparison of Two Types   of Impact   Patterns. 
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Figure 9.  I as a Function of Number of Missions for Four Initial Aim 
P Errors and Shot Groups as Defined in Exercise 8. 
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The   Impact patterns  generated In  thlfl  exercise are  like  those  of 

case "A" In Figure 8.     That  Is,  In a single mission  the  Impacts   tend  to be 

grouped about  the  first  shot.     In exercise 6,   It may  be recalled, each round 

was corrected based on  the position of the previous  round.    Thus,  the patterns 

generated tend to approximate case "B" of Figure 8.     For the 5 mil initial 

aim error and   .5 mil ballistic error,   the computed  Indices were   .5911  for 

exercise 6 and   .3768 for exercise 8.    The difference  Is  significant beyond 

the   .001  level.    Thus,   the  index Is quite sensitive  to   these  charges   In 

shooting patterns. 
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III. COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATISTICAL MEASURES 

The  I    assessed   the  shooter's ability  to perform in certain pre- 
p 

determined patterns.    The statistic most  frequently used  to assess small 

arms   fire is  hit  frequency.     Figures  10,   11,  and  12 show the  I    and hits/ 

missions ratios   for exercises  6,  7, and 8.     It can be seen  that  in Exercise 6 

the hit  frequency stabilizes   somewhat more quickly than  I    but  is more 

sensitive  to  the ballistic  error variable.     In Exercise  7  the  I    smooths more 
P 

quickly.    This   improvement   is  due  to the  fact  that  in  this  exercise the 

shooter was programmed  into a pattern  (low and bracketing)  which the  index 

assesses   favorably.     Such biasing reduces   the hit  frequency.     In Exercise  8 

the  index Is  considerably more  regular  in its action  than the hit  frequency 

for  the mission  levels  considered.    This  difference  is  due  to the   low number 

of hits and  the biasing and  correlation which In turn reduce  the normality 

of  the pattern. 

These  comparisons  are not a basis   for choosing between I    and hit 

frequency as  a measure of shooting performance,because  they each measure 

different aspects  of  the  shooter's  impact pattern.    The  comparisons do give 

a relative indication of  the  efficiency of  the  I    statistic  as a measure of 
P 

shooting performance.    The  I    statistic does  not discriminate as rapidly 
P 

as  hit  frequency in those  instances where  the pattern is  normally distributed 

about  the center of  the  target.     It is efficient  in assessing patterns  which 

are biased off of  the  target  and readily responds   to  those shooting character- 

istics which have  been prescribed as   favorable. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of I and Hits/Miss ions as a Fuaction of Number 

of Missions for Exercise 6. 
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Figure  11.    Comparison of  I    aid  Hits/Missions   as  a  Function of Number of 

Missions   for Exercise  7. 
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Figure  12.    Comparison of Ip  and Hits/Missions   as  a Function of Number 

of Missions  for Exercise 8. 
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It may be noted that I uses all of the shots as Inputs  while hit 
P 

frequency Is limited by the target si^e.  Since all of the impact points are 

necessarily gathered for I calculations, they could also be used to compute 
P 

expected hit  frequency and standard deviation. 

(except when the  first shot  in the mission is a hit) 
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IV. SUmARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A Monte Carlo computer simulation was used  In eight separate exercises 

to evaluate  the  effects  of changes  in  the magnitude  of the aim error,  ha?11stic 

error,  and measurement error on I   . 
P 

The first two exercises addressed the Influence of Impact point 

measurement errors on the validity of the computatlun of the Index of 

proximity.  The results of the analyses showed that, when summed ovei 50 

missions or more, impact point measurement errors of the magnitude currently 

encountered in the field did not change the value of I a statistically 

significant amount. 

Exercises three through eight were designed to study the response of 

I to various types of shooting patterns, target size, and mission size. In 

exercise three it was shown that I could be used even in situations in which 
P 

the relationship  between target size and aim error permits a  large number of 

first round hits. 

In exercise  four it was shown that  increasing  the mission size 

beyond 3  shots  did not change  the  computed value of I    by a statistically 

significant amount. 

The  results  of exercise  five showed  that  for 400 missions  or more 

the  index will generally discriminate at  the   .05  level between  two shooters 

who exhibit  a  regular pattern of aim improvement  and whose rates  of improve- 

ment differ by  10% or more. 

Exercises  six and seven simulated  shooting patterns  in which 

corrective aim points were established based on  the  inpact point  of  the 

previous  round.    The  index was  shown to be  sensitive  to the corrective 
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patterns, and  It readily reflected  the low and bracketing impact patterns 

which  are  thought to be suppressive  in their effect. 

Exercises six and eight  permitted a comparison between corrective 

impact  patterns and ones which  tend  to be biased  off  the  target.    The  levels 

of  the  independent variables  selected for  these exercises  produced values  of 

I    which tended  to stabilize around   .66 and   .4? respectively.     The difference 
P 

between these  two values  is  statistically significant beyond  the   .001  level. 

A comparison between I    and hit frequency showed that  the efficiency 

with which the  index discriminates between shooting patterns   is comparable 

to  the  efficiency with which hit  frequency determi^ps differences  in central 

tendency. 
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APPENDIX A 

The development of the index of proximity Is presented in Tiederaann 

and Young, 1970. The index considers five measures of performance which are 

thought to contribute to the suppressive effectiveness of small arms fire. 

These measures are the relative positions of sequential rounds, the miss 

distance of the round closest to the target, the rate of closure on the 

target, whether the round strikes above or below the target, and whether 

alternating rounds bracket the target. 

The equation defining the index of proximity is given on page 38. 

The reader is referred to the referenced report for a detailed explanation 

of Its development and use. 

Preceding page blank 
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subject to n > 2 

w.  + w    + w    + w    + w_ 
1^345 

Where: 

I ■ Index of proximity 

h ■ number of sequentially closer rounds 

J « number of impact points within the limit circle 

k « number of alternating strikes or over corrections 

m ■ number of low rounds 

n ■ number of rounds/fired mission 

p - radius of allowable miss circle 

r ■ radius from the target to the first shot which 
impacts within the limit circle 

r .  = radius from the target to the closest round 
mln 

w = weighting factor for sequentially closer rounds 

w„ = weighting factor for closest round 

w = weighting factor for rate of closure 

w, = weighting factor for low rounds 

w «= weighting factor for bracketing the target 

The value of I  thus calculated will always lie on the interval [0,1].  A 
p 

quantitative measure for any mission of any number of rounds can be 

calculated where n > 2 and the first round is not a hit. 
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